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About Us

Established in the year 2005, we New Life Medicare, are Trader, Manufacturer and supplier of specialized biomedical & hospital equipment. We are also the stockist and provide a wide range of hospital equipment. Our consistent endeavors to define new frontiers in technology has helped us to create customer loyalty in the market. Having our base at Sonipat & New Delhi, we are ably guided by Mr. Vinay Soni. His business oriented approach and expertise of our team enable us to meet the diverse needs of medical specialists. Today, we are delivering international standards hospital equipment, which help us in achieving high level of customer satisfaction. Also, our ethical business practices aid us in earning a strong goodwill in the global markets. We are committing that we will provide good products and we have very good biomedical eng. We will sort out any type of problem related to medical equipments.

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/newlifemedicare/about-us.html
PULSE OXIMETER

Our Products

Blue Fingertip Pulse Oximeter

Fingertip Pulse Oximeter

Handheld Pulse Oximeter

White Tabletop Pulse Oximeter
FETAL DOPPLER

Pocket Fetal Doppler

Mini Fetal Doppler

Handy Fetal Doppler

Fetal Doppler
OTHER PRODUCTS:

Tabletop Pulse Oximeter  
3 Channel ECG Machine

Two Parameter Patient Monitor 
Hot Water Bottle
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Rubber Hot Water Bottle
- Fetal Monitor Equipment
- Fetal Monitor
- Biphasic Defibrillator
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CONTACT US

New Life Medicare
Contact Person: Vinay Soni

Lb 8, City Plaza, Old D. C Road
Sonipat - 131001, Haryana, India

📞 +91-8048757313
🌐 https://www.indiamart.com/newlifemedicare/